In order to study the relationship between what people post on social networks and their preference for current affairs, we proposed a user preference evaluation model. We used text mining technology to pre-process the Weibo data, and made comparison of nine machine learning algorithms to obtain an optimal model of current affairs text classification. Furthermore, the classification process is extended to the users' scientific research ability and psychological state, three user preference evaluation models are obtained. The results show that the Linear Support Classifier is the optimal classification algorithm.
Introduction
With the rapid development of social networks, people now use social networks not only to obtain information, but also express themselves and let out their emotions. As the largest and most popular social networking platform in China, Weibo has a huge user volume and massive tweets, which means that social data extracted from Weibo can reflect preference for many aspects among users. If the social data could be mined and utilized properly, we will be able to dig out lots of useful information
In order to text-mine social data efficiently, this article will address four issues.
(1) Pre-processing the social data with text mining technology and select the optimal features extractor.
(2) Adopting multiple algorithms, including traditional and active classification algorithms and ensemble learning algorithms, in training text classifier for current affair. The optimal one should be selected by evaluation indexes.
(3) Promoting the idea of the preference model for current affairs to the preference for scientific research and negative texts, develop corresponding preference models.
(4) Illustrating the conclusion drawn from the research and discuss the application of three preference models in real life.
Text Mining Technologies

Chinese Word Segmentation
Statistic segmenting method was adopted in the progress of text data pre-processing for Chinese Word Segmentation. The statistic model commonly used in this segmentation method includes HMM (Hidden Markov Model), MEE (Maximum Entropy Model) and N-grams Model. We took N-grams model as the statistic approach in practice.
TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency)
TF-IDF is one of the most common methods in document indexing, in which TF denotes the number of times the given keyword occurs in the given document, and IDF represents the number of documents in which the given keyword occurs. In order to let the weights to fall in the [0,1] interval and the documents to be represented by vectors of equal length, the weights resulting from tf-idf are often normalized by cosine normalization.
Machine Learning Approaches
The machine learning approaches used in training the text classifier in this research could be categorized to traditional classification algorithms, active classification algorithms and ensemble learning algorithms, showed in Table 1 . 
Model Evaluation Index
The result of binary categorization can be represented by a confusion matrix, where positive category was defined as the strong preference for current affairs while negative one was identified as the weak preference. TP (True Positive) denotes the number of positive texts classified as positive; while FP (False Positive) represents the number of positive texts categorized to negative. TN (True Negative) denotes the number of negative tweets categorized as negative and FN (False Negative) stands for the number of negative tweets classified to positive category. Model evaluation indexes below are operated by the combination of these four definitions. a) Accuracy Accuracy denotes the ratio of the sum of TP and TN to the whole, reflects the proportion of correctly classified samples (TP and TN) to the total number of samples. b) Recall and Precision Precision is defined as the conditional probability that if a random document is classified under given category, this decision is correct. Analogously, recall is defined as the probability that, if a random document ought to be classified under given category, this decision is taken. c) F1-Score F1-Score is the weighted average of recall and precision, which can reflect both indexes. d)ROC curve and AUC value ROC curve is drawn in coordinate plot with FPR (False Positive Rate) as the horizontal axis and TPR (True Positive Rate) as the vertical axis, where FPR denotes the ratio of TP to the sum of TP and TN, while TPR denotes the ratio of FP to the sum of FP and TN. The closer is the vertex of ROC curve to point (0,1), the better the result of classification is. AUC (Area Under Curve) represents the area under ROC curve, of which the value varies in the [0.5,1] interval. The larger the area is, the better result of model fitting can be.
Preference Model for Current Affairs Based on Machine Learning Algorithm
Data Collection and Pre-processing
As the approach to data gathering process, all relevant text data were extracted from Weibo utilizing an automated Python program (often known as 'Web Crawler').
As known, the tweets posted by 'Headline News' reflect strong preference for current affairs and those by 'Sina Entertainment' reflect weak preference, both of which equally compose the dataset for pre-processing.
In the pre-process part, tweets with strong preference were manually tagged as one, and those with weak preference were tagged as zero. Therefore, the ultimate dataset for research was comprised of two variables that the contents of tweets were defined as 'content' and the pre-defined categories were defined as 'tag'. As text data, the variable 'content' was supposed to be segmented for features selection. After segmentation, tweets were turned into a bag of words, which made it accessible to utilize TF-IDF techniques for text features extraction. Then, the variable 'content' was weighted and converted to a matrix comprised of vectors. There are features that are nonuse and less influential, for the reason that some features were removed, including stop words, pure-mathematical features, features with values more than 80% and those with frequency less than three.
Text Mining Model Training and Results
N-grams algorithm was selected for Chinese words segmentation and three segmentation models were obtained by adjusting the parameters. We adopted unigram, bigram and 'unigram+bigram' model for segmentation. After training feature extraction model, the result of the comparison among evaluation indexes was showed in Table 2 . According to the results of model training, it was showed that 'unigram+bigram' ('uni+bi') model was dominant in both accuracy and AUC value; hence this model was chosen to be the optimal N-grams algorithm model for segmentation. And with the support of text features extraction technique, known as 'TF-IDF', the optimized text-mining model was acquired. After adopting this model, 15562 features were extracted consequently. 
Text Classifier Training and Results
In total, nine machine-learning algorithms were used to train an optimized text classifier, including traditional classification algorithms (KNN and Rocchio), Active classification algorithms (Naïve Bayes, including Multinomial and Bernoulli model, Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree), Ensemble Learning algorithms (AdaBoost and Random Forest). The classifiers trained by these algorithms were evaluated and compared by multiple evaluation indexes. As Table 3 showed below, the value of Accuracy, Recall, Precision and F1-score were compared. Also, we introduced ROC curve and AUC value into comparison among nine machine learning algorithms, as Fig.1 showed below. (1) Comparison between traditional and active classification algorithms Thoroughly, traditional algorithm models were inferior in every evaluation index, compared to the active ones. The accuracy of traditional categorization models was even lower in value than the average (95.34%) among active algorithm models. In conclusion, active classification models were more accurate in text categorization than the traditional ones. (2) Comparison among active classification algorithms It was only Linear SVC that trained a classification model, of which the Accuracy and F1-score reached to 96%. The following is Logistic Regression model, which obtained 96% of Accuracy and 95.5% of the rest evaluation indexes at least. Both of the Naïve Bayes algorithm models were exactly at the average, and Decision Tree was further below the average in every evaluation index.
(3) Comparison among Ensemble Learning, strong and weak single classifier In all, it was showed that Adaboost obtained worst categorization results, even inferior to the weak classification model, Decision Tree, which meant that Boosting Ensemble Learning was not suitable enough for text classification. However, the other Ensemble Learning method, Random Forest, showed better result in comparison with Decision Tree, which was due to the advantage of Bagging Ensemble Learning algorithms. As strong classifier, Linear SVC was more accurate in classification among the comparison, even prior to Random Forest algorithm.
Improvement of Optimal Classifier
The optimization was not completed until parameter properly debugged for the optimal classification model, Linear SVC. Parameters of Linear SVC included penalty, cost function and C (penalty coefficient) and the result of debugging was showed in Table 4 below.
As shown above, on the whole, the parameters of optimal classifier were l2 regularization as penalty, square hinge as cost function and penalty coefficient of 1. And based on these classification results, the preference index for current affair was defined as the ratio of tweets with strong preference to the whole.
Promotion of Preference Model for Current Affairs
Based on the process of text classification demonstrated above, we collected different kinds of text data that influenced different preference, on the purpose of obtaining two more user preference models.
Preference Model for Scientific Research
Tweets by 'CSDN' reflecting strong preference for scientific research were tagged as one and tweets by 'Sina Entertainment' remained tagged as zero. According to the Fig. 2 shown below, the optimal classification algorithm turned out to be Linear SVC. In order to demonstrate the accuracy of Linear SVC classification model, two texts were put into use: text 'machine-learning and python are friend' was assigned to category of strong scientific research preference and text 'How to get a high score in IELTS' was identified as weak preference, which turned out to be accurate.
Preference Model for Negative Tweet
With the support of data collecting software (Octopus Data Collector), 4000 negative tweets were gathered with the keywords 'depression', 'insane', 'sad', 'breaking-up', 'sleepless' and 3000 positive tweets were collected with the keywords 'happy', 'joyful'. Along with 2000 neutral tweets selected randomly from the first two researches, negative tweets were tagged as one while positive and neutral tweets were both tagged as zero, which composed the ultimate dataset. After training by machine learning algorithms, Linear SVC remained the most accurate text categorization model. It was well shown in Fig.3 below. Two texts were used to verify the effect of text classifier. The text 'I failed in the postgraduate entrance examination, and life seems to have lost its meaning' was assigned to negative category by Linear SVC and the text 'Discover new things anytime, anywhere' was identified as tag of zero.
Conclusions
With the combination of text mining model and text classifier, three user preference models were obtained through machine learning algorithms training on the basis of text data from Weibo by web crawler program. As result, the same text classifier that Linear SVC with penalty of l2 regularization, cost function of square hinge and penalty coefficient of one, was adopted in three preference models. Additionally, evaluation indexes were defined as the ratio of tweets with strong preference.
